VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS WITHIN THE CLASS OF SOLUTIONS
Chapter IV contains lemmas to be used in the next chapter. The Lemmas IV, 1
and TV, 3a and b are purely technical. Lemma IV, 2 is somewhat more important and may find applications in other related problems.
Chapter V is the most important part of the paper. and that dG £ C +a, then the Dirichlet problem Azz(x) = f(x), x £ G; and u(x) = g(x), x £ dG, admits a unique solution which is of class C + (G). (1.9) vix) a 0, for x £dG.
After substitution of (1.9) into (1.8) and using the freedom of Su one obtains that <5/(zz; Szz) = 0 for all Su £ WH, if the solution of (1.7), (1.9) satisfies also the boundary condition:
The results can be summatized as follows:
Theorem ILL // / has a relative extremum within W for some u £ W then the boundary value problem (1.11), evaluated for this u, is satisfied. (1.14)
The solution of (1.14) is u(x) + v(x) = C, for x £ G, where C is any constant. 
III. Green's identity. In this chapter an explicit form of Green's identity will be derived for a linear partial differential expression of order m in v independent variables with real coefficients.
A differential expression L and its formal adjoint L are defined by
The coefficients A(x) ' ' are assumed to be of class C (ii), 0 is an open domain in R containing G, and symmetric in the indices a -, a fot 1 < k < m.
For two functions u £ Cm(Q,), v £ Cm(il) and a domain G with dG £ C1, the Green's identity is given by
For 1 < i < m -1; l<;'<m -i-l;x6 dG, the functions P(z; ;') ! + ; ate defined by
Proof. From the product formula for differentiation one obtains,
(1.5)
x:(-1)fej*A *U-V.<w. (i8) La*1"-°*l v" /A/i-at
From (1.1), (1.2), (1.5) and (1.8) one obtains, for x £ Q,
From an integration by parts, using this result, one obtains
Now, in order to get the more convenient structure of (1.3), (1.4), the summation must be rearranged.
Letting j = k -h -1, the integrand of the boundary integral in (1.10) becomes 
Using the last two results, the integrand of the boundary integral in (1.10) can be written as
The set of inequalities ,l<ze<77z;0<7'<zë-l;0<z'<fe-/-lS is equivalent with 10 < z < 77Z -1 ; 0 < ; < 77Z -z -1; z + /' + 1 < ze < ztz }. Therefore the previous sum can be written as Assume now that Daw(x) = 0, for 0 < o < j -1 < k -1 and x £ dG. As the gradient on dG of a function which is constant on dG is normal to dG n ii iz7 = n a , x e dG.
iz-->) ,<*,,_, a. "a, a,,_,a.> 1' 7 1 2' 7
Here the functions a are scalar functions defined on dG. As w £ C (ii), Here </j is a scalar function defined on dG. Still under the assumption D w(x) = 0, 0<ct<7-1<&-1, x £ dG, one obtains from (2.2) and (2.6) that cf> = (d/dn)' w, so that 
Conversely, (3.2) implies that (3.1) vanishes for all p £ Cn (6(0, b)). Proof. The functions B 7, 0 < j < k, ate symmetric. As p £ CA (B(0, b)), also the derivatives p , 0 < 7'•< k, are symmetric in the indices. After a simple rearrangement, using this symmetry, the integrand of (3.1) can be written as (3.10) The integral (3.7) vanishes for all p £ C* (N(x )) iff (3.8) is satisfied. 
Here \M(xA\, 1 < h < r, is a disjoint covering of dG that satisfies M(x ) C N(x ), for 1 < h < r.
V. The variational problem.
(1) Definitions. (1.2) dG'= \x £ Rv; x £dG A na ■ ■ ■ na A(x)av"am ¿ 0¡ .
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The functional J, defined on C (G), is given by
with /e [l,-, Tzz], F £ C2(RV), 77 = 1 + S._n(i/*)and dF/du " . "is symmetric in a j,-, a. for 2 < j < I. As zz is chosen in C (G), the last assumption is made without loss of genetality. Remark. If u £ W and <5zz £ W^, then it follows from (1.6) that L(Su(x)) = 0, x £ G, and that u + Su £ VI. If moreover ] has a relative extremum within VI for some u £ U then 8](u; Su) = 0, for all Su £ WH. Proof. Under the above conditions, the following identity is valid.
By virtue of Green's identity, (III. 1.3), the last expression is equal to 
Substitution of (3.9) into (2.10) yields (3.10)
Now <5/(zz; Szz), as given in (3.10), must vanish for arbitrary choice of (d/dn) Si £ C" -+ (dG ). Therefore one obtains from a variational argument that (also set 111(1.4))
x e (9G '.
If / = 1, the proof is complete. If / > 2, (iii) remains to be proven. This is done as follows. VI. Necessary conditions for the optimization problem associated with a uniformly strongly elliptic partial differential equation.
(1) Definitions and existence theorem.
Definition. (2°) L is uniformly strongly elliptic in G.
(5°) gj e Cm + t~'(dG), for 0< 7 < TTz/2 -1.
Then the Fredholm alternative holds for the classical Dirichlet problem
x £dG, 0 < 7 < 77z/2 -1, while any solution of (1.2) is of class Cm + P(G).
(2) Necessary conditions. Theorem VI. Lu(x) = fix), x £ G U dGÍT),
admits a unique solution which is oj class Cm + P(G).
(2) Necessary conditions.
Theorem VII. From substitution of (7°), of n = (0,-, 0,-1) on <3G(0) and of n = (0,-, 0, + 1) on dG(T) into (V. 2.6) it follows that
Qal -'a> = 0, 1 <;< l-l, x e <9G(0) udG(T), (2 3) Q = -dF/du v on <?G(0); Q = dFIdu^ on dGÍT). PÍO, 0) = -l, on dGÍO); P(0, 0) = 1 onr)G(T).
Under the above conditions one obtains from Lemma V.3 and from substitution into (V.2.10), of the boundary conditions in (2.1), of (2.3) and of (2.4):
(2.5) has an extremum within VI for this zz then (3.2) admits a unique solution for v.
Furthermore, v £ C (G 
